SPECTRA-LETZ DREAM FOUNDATION
“Women Empowerment; step towards success”

Description of Case study:-
Empowerment can be defined in many ways, however, when talking about women's empowerment, means accepting and allowing people (women) who are on the outside of the decision-making process into it. Empowerment is the process that creates power in individuals over their own lives, society, and in their communities. People are empowered when they are able to access the opportunities available to them without limitations and restrictions such as in education, profession and lifestyle. It makes one capable to live in desirably and made you independent entirely.

This story belongs to 35 years old lady, lives in Sirmoli, Alwar (Rajasthan), was very upset for her son and daughter’s future because she was unable to afford even government school fee, was totally depend on livestock (have three goats). Due to the lack of income generating opportunities, not even wanting decided to not enrol her daughter even in government school. So, this was the worst time for her life, was very difficult to deal with but she never left the hope to come over the adversity and this motivation led her life towards happiness.

Once SPECTRA-NABARD team visited in Sirmoli to form SHG, explained the concept, procedure and advantages. It worked as a golden opportunity to Maksoodan and all village dwellers because this not only provided them the way to overcome the adversity rather it made them capable and self-dependent. Since Maksoodan has joined SHG, because of SPECTRA-NABARD’s economical help; provided 30000 to 40000’s loan through MAHILA MANCH to needy candidates, succeeding day by day. Earlier she used to afraid with loan taking but SPECTRA team clarified terms, conditions and advantages beautifully which helped to understand the entire concept. She utilized the loan beautifully; opened a confectionary and now capable to earn 10000 to 12000 monthly. This income not only provided economic assistance but started her daughter’s rested study also.

Comment:-
Since I have joined Javed group, happiness is surrounding to me and the credit goes to SPECTRA-NABARD to provide priceless support because it helped me to overcome from distress and mainstreamed my daughter which will definitely help for her bright future.

Maksoodan